
It’s all in the  

fAMAly. 

Our second annual Marketing Week was a huge success! Thank you to the guest speakers who devot-
ed their time and provided exceptional presentations and the officers and members who put forth 

amazing effort to make everything come together. None of this would have been possible without the 
kindness and generosity of our sponsors. These companies have proved that they go the extra mile 

when it comes to supporting their Houston community, and we could not be more grateful. 

 

Thank You! 
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Member of the Month 

J 
oel Goolsbay joined AMA this semester, and 

he has proven to be one of our most dedicated 
members. A senior Economics major, Joel 

attends a majority of AMA events and is al-
ways ready to network with professionals, learn more 

about the marketing industry, and put forth a great 
amount of effort into  our activities, both social and 
professional. Friendly and outgoing, Joel has been 

such an enthusiastic supporter of AMA and we are so 
happy to have him on our team! Congrats, Joel!        

“Research is about engaging in a 
conversation with a brand.” 

— Matthew Rhodes  

Playing the Field 
 

M 
arket research is the 
backbone of all mar-
keting campaigns. 
Knowing both your 

target audience  and the most effec-
tive method of appealing to the in-
dividuals comprising it are essential 
to the success of all companies, 
large and small.  
  In order to determine out-
standing marketing strategies, mar-
ket researchers will use a combina-
tion of qualitative and quantitative 
data. Along with running numbers 
on spreadsheets, researchers will 
conduct interviews with customers 
or potential clients and then provide 
reports analyzing the results of their 
inquiries and suggesting future tac-
tics for advertising and marketing 
outreach.  

Examining the many fields within marketing 

 
 
 Market researchers should there-
fore not only be great with numbers and 
statistics, but also be ready to communi-
cate their findings through oral presenta-
tions or written reports. The ability to 
both understand raw data and then be 
able to critically analyze those numbers 
so that they become useful for the com-
pany overall is essential. Those who pos-
sess both a penchant for statistics and a 
passion for communicating well with 
others should consider becoming a part 
of this exciting industry.  



Marketing Week 
Discover Marketing. Discover Yourself.  

 

T 
hat was the mantra AMAers held to as we worked to bring Marketing Week to the University of Houston. 
Celebrated by collegiate chapters of AMA nationwide, Marketing Week is used to spread awareness about 
the many fields the marketing industry offers as well as the importance of personal branding for all college 
majors.  

 

When I started I was a blogger. Now I’m 
doing school tours where I’m talking to 
college kids about their future. . . This right 
here, being able to engage with an audi-
ence, to help them figure out their purpose, 
to figure out the next step, this is monumen-
tal. It’s bigger than any award, anyone I’ve 
ever met. It’s better than any dollar value. 
 
— Karen Civil, founder of Always Civil 
Enterprise  

Spotlight Speakers 

President Nourhan Abdelhamid gives us a behind-the-scenes glimpse into Marketing Week:  
 

“We worked hard to bring forth the best speakers and workshops to UH-Main campus. 
Marketing Week consisted of back-to-back events hosted everyday for a week. It featured 
a blood drive that saved 117 lives, workshops, amplified general meetings, resume build-
ing, socials, and two conference days with various guest speaker panels from different in-
dustries. We also brought Karen Civil’s Be Y ou and Live Civil Tour to the campus.  
 
Our chapter of AMA plans to continue this tradition of Marketing Week every fall as we 
establish a liaison position between students and the career center in order to make the 
best opportunities readily available. We want to provide students valuable professional 
development opportunities around campus. Not only will the knowledge and experience 
they gain by attending be a tremendous asset, but the skills and knowledge learned will 
help stimulate their intellectual growth and involvement both in their academics and extra-
curricular activities. This adheres to our chapter’s mission to build a strong foundation that 
prepares students for the real world.” 

Music industry moguls featured in Karen Civil’s  
Be You and Live Civil Tour share their career insights 

Special  Edition 

I’ve been blessed because this was my dream, 
to be in the music business. But earlier this 

year, there was a little girl who was dying of 
cancer, and one of her dying wishes was to 

meet Drake. So I was able to make that hap-
pen for her, and I cried just because I was so 

happy to get that done for her. It meant a 
whole lot to me. I was really, really happy. 

That was like the proudest moment I ever had 
in the music industry, and it was to help 

somebody else. 
   

— Mel Smith , Senior Vice President of Pro-
motions for Cash Money Records 

The biggest thing that I probably gained 
from traveling was just being able to learn 
people. Because you work in different plac-
es, you work in different working environ-
ments with different personalities. I mean, 
I’m a personality. I work with other person-
alities, which means other egos and other 
talent. So you get to learn a lot about people 
and how to work with certain people and 
how to deal with certain people.  
 
— JJ, Mid-Day Host on 97.9 The Box 


